Connect. Interact. Advance

Who are we?
The Garage is a high-tech population health management platform company that is setting out to change
healthcare for good – one community at a time! We are
the provider focused, payer agnostic, and patient centric
solution for every organization looking to transform and
succeed in value-based care.

What do we have to offer?
Industry’s most comprehensive and most effective
population heath management platform, Bridge, for
value-based care.
 Advanced Analytics: Bridge’s centralized data engine
consolidates and normalizes to provide you a
longitudinal experience with the most complex of data
sets. Our data analysis methodologies span across
the use of predictive modeling, machine learning
algorithms, business process automation and other
methods to analyze and tell a story with healthcare
data information from a variety of data sources.
 Risk and Performance Management: A unique
approach to full membership, cost, and performance
dashboarding and suite of insights for all your
contracted lines of business in a dynamic way. Key
features include quality measures tracking and
reporting, point-of-care tools for physicians,
administrative reports covering KPIs and utilization
metrics, clinical and disease pattern analysis, revenue
optimization, coding gaps opportunities, and
operational analytics.

 Patient Engagement: Digital front door for patients that
allow your population to not only engage with traditional
needs of records, care team conversation, appointment
and medication reminders, but also offer incentive
mechanisms to drive motivation for positive behavior and
a truly rewarding experience.
 Care Management: A comprehensive end-to-end patient
centric care management solution that allows for
stratification of patient data, care plan creation, health risk
assessments, management, tracking, and overall proactive
focus on at risk patients.

Why would you choose us?
The Bridge framework spans a decade of experience in
Medicare and Medicaid strategy, covering over 140
organizations in 32 states. The platform experience has a
proven framework to drive high performance ACOs, IPAs,
FQHCs, MSOs, Health Systems, Payers, and other
value-based entities. Combined with our knowledge
experts and passionate crew, Garage sets to provide you
with an all-encompassing experience in supporting your
mission and goals while helping you build better
relationships with your network and their patients to
achieve positive clinical outcomes, operational success,
and revenue savings.
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